It is informative to investigate the maximum ranks of the different matrices involved because this has repercussions for the maximum number of expected principal components in the different contribution matrices associated with PRC, ASCA and SMART. We will assume high-dimensional data, i.e., L larger than N JK and use the notation r(X) for the rank of X. For ASCA, these are r(X M ) = 1, r(X J ) = J − 1, r(X K ) = K − 1, r(X JK ) = JK − J − K + 1 and r(X IJK ) = JK(N − 1); which adds up to r(X) = N JK [1]. For PRC, these numbers are r(X 1K ) = K, r(X P RC ) = (J − 1)K, r(X IJK ) = JK(N − 1) which again adds up to r(X) = N JK. For SMART, these numbers are r(X 1J ) = J, r(X SM ART ) = J(K − 1), r(X IJK ) = JK(N − 1) which also adds up to r(X) = N JK. For PRC and SMART these ranks can be inferred from the number of independent rows in the
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Proofs
Proofs of
A first check on the ranks shows no inconsistencies for item 1:
K where the latter addition is allowed as the column spaces of X J and X JK are orthogonal and ranks therefore add up. The same check on item 2 shows consistency. The r(X P RC ) does not equal r(X SM ART ) in general, which proves item 4.
All matrices involved in the proofs contain values x .jkl . For notational convenience, these matrices will not be distinguished from their counterparts of the main text. Note, e.g., that X P RC in the main text carries the same rows for each individual in a group, but in the following these rows are replaced by only one row, which can be done without loss of generality due to the fact that we consider row-spaces which do not change upon duplicating a row. Likewise, X is the (JK × L) matrix containing all values x .jkl , that is, from the original matrix X of the main text the individual contributions as collected in X IJK are subtracted and then equal rows are replaced by one row. Hence, the proof also holds for unbalanced data since unbalancedness only results in differing number of replicate rows in the matrices which does not affect the row spaces.
First, item 1 will be proven. Define the following matrices:
where X j of size (K × L) contains the values x ·jkl for all k at a given j. Then
where the K × L matrices P j are defined implicitly. Upon defining X J as 1 J J j X j it is possible to write
where also the K × L matrices Q j are defined implicitly. Any row of X J + X JK can be written as a linear combination of rows of X P RC because
and
Alternatively, every row of X P RC can be written as a linear combination of rows of X J +X JK because
which completes the proof. A similar proof can be given for item 2 and will not be given here. Item 3 can be proven along similar lines: all rows of the matrix X SP can be written as linear combinations of the rows of X JK and vice versa:
where each term between [] is a row of X JK andx ·jkl −x ·1kl −x ·j1l +x ·11l is an arbitrary row of X SP . So, each row of X SP can be written as a linear combination of rows of X JK . Likewise, upon building averages of the rows of X SP :
which is an arbitrary row of X JK . This proves item 3.
Item 5 can be proven by considering the ranks of certain matrices. The ranks of the matrices X P RC and X SM ART are (J − 1)K and J(K − 1), respectively. Hence,
there is not necessarily overlap between R(X P RC ) and R(X SM ART ).
The proof that the column-space of X IJK is orthogonal to the other matrices involved in the decomposition goes as follows. The generic decomposition of X is
where the elements of X Sys and X IJK are, respectively, x ·jkl and x ijkl − x ·jkl . The matrix X Sys is then further decomposed according to ASCA, PRC or SMART. Using the fact that the designs are balanced and that there is a centering step involved in calculating a mean per group, this decomposition can be written as
where X jk is the N × L matrix containing all elements belonging to group jk. Then it is straightforward to show that X Sys X IJK = 0 due to the fact that
showing that indeed the columns of X IJK are orthogonal to the columns of X Sys . Hence, the columns of X IJK are also orthogonal to the columns of X P RC , X SM ART and X SP . This property does not hold anymore for unbalanced data.
Extra information about the nutritional metabolomics example
Some figures showing the raw data of the nutritional metabolomics example. 
